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Regional Coordinators (RCs)

Regional Coordinators – Who and What?

1.Individuals that can represent the needs and interests of countries (or Institutions?)

within a specific region and impart this information to the SC and WG Coordinators;

2.Work with WG Coordinators to support coordination of regional events (workshops,

training courses, conferences, etc.);

3.Represent and promote ENVIRONET to organizations within their region.
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Regional Coordinators (RCs)

Background

Regional Coordinators - will act as the focal point in their geographical region in order

to provide coordination of the networks activities.

Goals and Objectives

• Facilitate greater connectivity and sharing of experience between MS´s and the

project leadership.

• Disseminate the output from ENVIRONET projects and WGs within the region.
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Why (RCs) are needed?

Goals and Objectives

Why using RCs within the ENVIRONET network?

• Various geographical regions - similar types of nuclear and radiological activities

and environmental remediation challenges.

• Various geographical regions - similar cultures and potentially common languages.

• RCs would be able to reach out to a wider audience.

• RCs would be able to provide feedback from ENVIRONET activities to individuals

who are unable to travel to meetings.
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Scope of RCs actions

Mode of Operation (ToR)

• Serve as a focal point for the ENVIRONET in the region.

• Maintain a contacts list of ENVIRONET members in the region.

• Organise webinars (IAEA’s webinar platform or through other mechanisms).

• Promote ENVIRONET within the region.

• Disseminate requests, information and learning back to the ENVIRONET SC.
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Mode of Operation (ToR)

• Expand affiliation of ENVIRONET, promote the network’s activities in the region.

• Connect with country representatives to capture specific needs that will

subsequently be presented at the annual Plenary meeting.

• Participate in conference calls of the SC and communicate the main discussions to

regional members.

• Participate in the ENVIRONET SC and Plenary meetings.
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How can (RCs) contribute?

• Serve as a focal point for ENVIRONET in the region.

1. Make noticed, present and identify themselves (give a face to the name);

2. Use the official channels – NLO; Define a contact point in each country;

• Maintain a contacts list of ENVIRONET members in the region.

1. How to obtain the list? LinkedIn contacts as a start. Others networks?

• Organise webinars (IAEA’s webinar platform or through other mechanisms).

1. Create a web group inside the platform for the region;

2. Prepare a cycle of webinars (topics? frequency? duration? xx per region?);

3. Questionnaire for WGC/WG elements about issues that would like to see

presented or willing to present in webinars.
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How can (RCs) contribute?

Challenges and strategies

• Promote ENVIRONET within the region.

1. Web Meetings, web workshops…;

2. Include ENVIRONET mentions in presentations;

3. In social media (e.g. Research gate);

4. Use email signature;

5. Side events in others networks meetings;

• Disseminate requests, information and learning back to the ENVIRONET SC.

1. Create a regular summary of the activities? A periodic newsletter?
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How can (RCs) contribute?

Challenges and strategies

• Expand affiliation of ENVIRONET, promote the network’s activities in the region.

1. Web regional event;

2. Blog for the regional group/issues;

“Blogs are a really great way to introduce new research, exchange experiences and participate 
in the conversations that are happening in a field. Links to other blogs - wider discussions, 

potentially invite more engagement with the ENVIRONET activities”.

• Connect with country representatives to capture specific needs that will be

presented at the plenary meeting.

1. Questionnaires: after the annual plenary meeting + before start organizing

the next one; same for web meetings and webinars.
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Challenges/Strategies RCs and WGs
Meet/Connect regularly to drive implementation by engaging in 3 activities over time:
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1. Determine the scope of the WG, grounded in issues on the local/regional situation.

2. Developing strategies of WG work (e.g.):
a) Better understanding of the current situation.
b) Learning by trial: learn from the experience and then expand or replicate.
c) Increasing coordination: finding ways to realign existing programs, protocols and 

stakeholders to work together differently to maximize efficacy.
d) Enhance services: adopting practices from inside or outside ENVIRONET to enhance 

existing services or programs.

3. Driving the implementation:
a) Identifying resources requires to put ideas into action.
b) Inspiring changes in accordance with the strategies.
c) Determining how to measure the WG’s progress and success.
d) Providing updates to SC and ENVIRONET and responding feedback.



Who are the Working Groups (WG)?

REMARKS ON WGs

• People that come together to contribute their time, expertise, passions, and lived

experiences to help develop and implement strategies;

• 15 to 25 people (?) who represent key aspects of the system the WG is focused on.

• WGs are responsible for the work that will drive the impact of the initiative.

• Characteristics of the members of WGs:

– Have experience with the issue;

– Interested in affecting the issue;

– Are action-oriented “doers”;

– Represent and influence their organizations, agencies, peers, etc…
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Who are the Working Groups (WG)?
CHALLENGES regarding WGs

• Finding effective people to fill the role of WG members – first step to achieving

impact down the road. Contact/Reach ENVIRONET members in the region.

• WG members, although within the same region, may come from different sectors,

and backgrounds, nevertheless “in an ideal world” WG members feel inspired,

connected and motivated to bring their full selves and energy to the work.

• Once WG members have been identified (“recruited”) the goal is to keep them

engaged with the network/working group activities.

COLLABORATION IS AN ONGOING WORK. IT IS NEVER DONE…
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Thank You !

Maria de Lurdes Dinis, 

mldinis@fe.up.pt


